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Abstract 
Recent advances in psychosocial treatments for schizophrenia have targeted 
social cognitive deficits. A critical literature review and effect-size (ES) analysis 
was conducted to investigate the efficacy of comprehensive programs of social 
cognitive training in schizophrenia. Results revealed 16 controlled studies 
consisting of seven models of comprehensive treatment with only three of these 
treatment models investigated in more than one study. The effects of social 
cognitive training were reported in 11/15 studies that included facial affect 
recognition skills (ES = .84) and 10/13 studies that included theory-of-mind 
(ES = .70) as outcomes. Less than half (4/9) of studies that measured attributional 
style as an outcome reported effects of treatment, but effect sizes across studies 
were significant (ESs = .30–.52). The effect sizes for symptoms were modest, 
but, with the exception of positive symptoms, significant (ESs = .32–.40). The 
majority of trials were randomized (13/16), selected active control conditions 
(11/16) and included at least 30 participants (12/16). Concerns for this area of 
research include the absence of blinded outcome raters in more than 50% of trials 
and low rates of utilization of procedures for maintaining treatment fidelity. These 
findings provide preliminary support for the broader use of comprehensive social 
cognitive training procedures as a psychosocial intervention for schizophrenia. 
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Functional impairment is one of the hallmarks of schizophrenia, required for DSM-
5 diagnosis and has implications for an individual's likelihood of relapse, course 
of illness, and overall quality of life, both subjective and objective 
(e.g., Edmondson et al., 2012 and Robertson et al., 2014). Social cognition has 
been identified as one of the major disorder features that underlie these 
impairments (Couture, Penn, & Roberts, 2006), and includes the ability of 
individuals to understand themselves and others in the wider context of social 
interactions, especially others' thoughts, feelings, and intentions (Adolphs, 
2009 and Fiske, 1991). NIMH's consensus statement, generated by a convention 
of leading social cognitive researchers, recognized theory of mind, emotion 
perception/processing, attributional style, social perception, and social 
knowledge as representing the major domains of social cognition (Green et al., 
2008). Penn, Sanna, and Roberts (2008) similarly identified theory of mind, 
emotion perception, and attributional style as being particularly salient for 
individuals with schizophrenia, who consistently demonstrate impaired social 
cognitive abilities in each of these areas (e.g.,Mancuso et al., 2011, Pinkham et 
al., in press and Savla et al., 2013). 
These deficits have engendered increased experimental investigation over the 
past 15 years for several reasons. First, research has indicated that these deficits 
are separable from those of neurocognition (Nuechterlein et al., 2004). Second, 
these deficits have strong and independent relationships to functional outcomes 
(Fett, Viechtbauer, Penn, van Os, & Krabbendam, 2011). Third, emerging 
research suggests that these deficits may be more proximal to some dimensions 
of functional outcomes than deficits in neurocognition. For example, in a literature 
review and presentation of their own data, Schmidt, Mueller, and Roder 
(2011) demonstrated that social cognition served in many cases as a robust 
mediator of the relationship between neurocognition and functional outcome. 
Thus, social cognition has been identified as a vitally important area of research 
in schizophrenia; it is a means of exploring both the interpersonal difficulties that 
individuals with this illness experience, as well as the consequences of these 
difficulties, such as poorer vocational outcomes, a lack of community participation 
and independence, and limitations in the formation and maintenance of close 
emotional relationships (Couture et al., 2006). In total, these findings bolster 
rationales for devising treatments that target social cognitive deficits with a goal 
of generalized improvements in social functioning. 
Many evidence-based psychosocial interventions for schizophrenia may 
influence social cognition, but do not typically directly target social cognition. For 
example, social skills training helps individuals to acquire and practice specific 
behavioral skills in social interactions, but does not require individuals to 
recognize, monitor, and practice skills in implementing underutilized social 
cognitive processes. CBT for psychosis (CBTp) targets the maladaptive thoughts 
and behaviors that individuals with schizophrenia often possess. Cognitive 
remediation aims to address impairment in information processing skills as a 
means of indirectly improving social functioning and other aspects of functional 
outcome. There has also been little support for the impact of existing 
pharmacological interventions for symptoms on social cognitive deficits (Harvey, 
Patterson, Potter, Zhong, & Brecher, 2006). 
In recent years, there has been growth in the development and preliminary 
assessment of psychosocial treatment aimed directly at social cognitive deficits 
in schizophrenia. Initial “proof-of-concept” studies for the malleability of social 
cognitive processes have been positive. In addition to these targeted programs, 
a few treatment packages have included social cognitive training exercises as 
one element of much broader training programs that target a variety of 
dimensions of the illness; the two most well-represented examples of this type of 
approach in the research literature are Integrated Psychological Therapy 
(IPT; Brenner et al., 1994) and Cognitive Enhancement Therapy (CET; Hogarty 
et al., 2004). Though the efficacy of IPT for improving neurocognition, 
psychosocial functioning, and symptoms has been well-established (Roder, 
Mueller, Mueser, & Brenner, 2006), and some recent studies have revealed 
effects of IPT on social cognitive outcomes (Roder, Mueller, & Schmidt, 2011), 
the complexity of the intervention precludes linkage of specific training modules 
to specific outcomes. CET (Hogarty et al., 2004) is another multi-element 
treatment package that includes extensive social cognitive training along with 
cognitive remediation. Results from randomized controlled trials have shown that 
improvements in social cognition, as measured by clinician ratings on the Social 
Cognition Profile, were evident after 24 months of treatment, and a follow-up 
report indicated that these improvements persisted at 12 months after the 
cessation of treatment (Hogarty, Greenwald, & Eack, 2006). It remains difficult to 
directly attribute this improvement to the social cognitive training, since it was just 
one component of a much larger treatment package targeting a number of 
disparate outcomes. 
In recent years there has been substantial growth in the development, 
implementation and assessment of novel, integrated and comprehensive 
programs of social cognitive training. These programs extend beyond brief 
interventions for a single aspect of social cognition, devote all elements of an 
extended training program to enhancement of multiple domains of social 
cognition, and typically include practice for generalization of acquired skills to 
everyday life. Importantly, these programs provide information on the efficacy of 
social cognitive training for social cognitive processes and social functioning in 
the absence of the administration of additional, complementary evidence-based 
psychosocial interventions such as cognitive remediation or social skills training, 
which could be burdensome for resource-limited mental health clinics and for 
clients. 
Several narrative reviews of social cognitive training in schizophrenia have been 
conducted (Choi et al., 2009, Fiszdon and Reddy, 2012, Horan et al., 
2008 and Wolwer et al., 2010) and all have shown that social cognitive training 
produces effects on various aspects of social cognition, with more substantial 
effects on its more elementary aspects (i.e., affect perception and discrimination). 
In the most recent critical review of the literature, Fiszdon and Reddy (2012), on 
the basis of nearly 50 empirical studies, concluded that social cognitive training 
programs were most effective when focused on the extended practice of 
elementary social cognitive skills in which simple associations are formed 
between elements of facial expression (e.g. scrunched eyebrows) and an 
emotion (anger) and were considerably less effective when they placed high 
demands on elementary cognitive operations such as sustained attention and 
memory. 
The only meta-analysis conducted in this area was based on a sample of 692 
clients and revealed moderate to large effects of social cognitive training on facial 
affect recognition (identification d = .71, discrimination d = 1.01) and theory-of-
mind (d = .46), and moderate to large effects on community and institutional 
functioning (d = .78) and total symptoms (d = .68) (Kurtz & Richardson, 2012). 
However, this meta-analysis combined the results of brief proof-of-concept social 
cognitive interventions, interventions that include social cognition as one element 
of multi-element psychosocial treatments and comprehensive programs of social 
cognitive training. Thus, the efficacy of comprehensive social cognitive programs 
remains unknown. And, while Fiszdon and Reddy (2012) included an analysis of 
comprehensive social cognitive treatment programs in their analysis of “broad-
based” programs of social cognition, they did not provide a quantitative analysis 
of these treatment effects via the analysis of study effect-sizes. In addition, a 
growing number of studies, the majority of high design quality (e.g.,Roberts et al., 
2014), have been published over the past three years. Indeed, eight controlled 
trials of comprehensive programs of social cognitive training consisting of 378 
participants have been published since the Kurtz & Richardson, 2012 review, 
while 6 novel trials of social cognitive training consisting of 281 participants have 
been published since the Fiszdon & Reddy, 2012 review. These new trials have 
represented several of the largest sample studies in this research area to date 
(e.g., Hasson-Ohayon et al., 2014 and Roberts et al., 2014). 
The purpose of the current paper is to provide a critical analysis of the extant 
literature on comprehensive programs of social cognitive training. Specifically, 
this review will examine: 1) whether time and effort-intensive comprehensive 
social cognitive training programs improve social cognitive function; 2) whether 
these programs are effective for only specific domains of social cognitive function 
or whether they are able to influence multiple domains of social cognitive function 
simultaneously; and 3) whether any observed effects of social cognitive training 
extend more broadly to other measures of symptomatology. A secondary goal 
was to examine whether social cognitive training programs can improve 
neurocognition. On the one hand, it might be hypothesized that, for example, 
targeted practice on facial affect recognition tasks, and/or acquisition of skills in 
generating alternative hypotheses for social situations characteristic of many 
comprehensive social cognitive training programs might modify underlying 
neurocognitive skills, such as attention and cognitive flexibility, and that, in turn, 
these changes in elementary neurocognition might drive observed changes on 
measures of social cognition. Alternatively, it could be that these programs treat 
social cognitive deficits directly with little influence on underlying neurocognitive 
skills. Lastly, we provide an analysis of aggregate effect-sizes from the reviewed 
studies to provide a quantitative assessment of social cognitive training program 
effects. 
We hypothesized that social cognitive training programs would produce effects 
on several domains of social cognition that they target including facial affect 
recognition, social perception, theory-of-mind and attributional style. We 
expected that these effects would generalize with small to moderate effects on 
symptoms. 
1. Methods 
1.1. Search strategy 
Articles included in this analysis were identified through a computer-based search 
of Google Scholar using combinations of the following keywords: SCIT, SCST, 
“social cognition and interaction training”, “social cognitive training”, and 
schizophrenia. A parallel search using the same key terms was completed with 
the MEDLINE (National Library of Medicine, 1994) database from 1980 to 2014. 
Nineteen-eighty were selected as a cut-off in light of the introduction of the DSM-
III for more reliable diagnostic criteria for schizophrenia (American Psychiatric 
Association, 1987). The reference sections of articles located from both searches 
were studied for relevant citations. 
Articles were included if they met the following criteria: (a) studied a 
comprehensive program of social cognitive training focused on a minimum of two 
domains of social cognition, (b) did not include other psychosocial treatments as 
part of the intervention (e.g., cognitive remediation, social skills training), (c) 
included at least one standardized measure of social cognition as an outcome 
measure, (d) included a control group, (e) was published between 1980 and 
2014, (f) was published in a peer-reviewed English language journal, and (g) the 
majority of clients had a diagnosis of schizophrenia. The effect sizes were 
obtained by comparing the results on individual, standardized outcome measures 
from the treatment condition to those from the control condition at the end of 
treatment. Thus, effect sizes were only computed for studies with a control 
condition. Ranges for effect sizes were as follows: ≤.2 (minimal to small), .2–.5 
(small to moderate), .5–.8 (moderate to large) and .8 and above (large) (Lipsey 
& Wilson, 2001). 
1.2. Study outcome measures 
Outcome measures from the studies consisted of measures of social cognitive 
skills, cognitive skills, and measures of symptoms (positive, negative and 
general). We utilized conventions in the field of social cognitive research to group 
the social cognition measures into four major categories: emotion perception, 
social perception, theory of mind, and attributional style. For cognitive measures 
one interview-based measure of cognition was included as part of the aggregate 
cognition effect-size (Schizophrenia Cognition Rating Scale, SCRS, Keefe, Poe, 
Walker, Kang, & Harvey, 2006). While we note that many clinician-rated scales 
of cognition in schizophrenia reported in the literature have only very weak 
relationships with performance-based measures of cognition, the SCRS has 
shown correlations of moderate–large magnitude (r > .5) with well-accepted, 
comprehensive assessments of performance-based cognition in schizophrenia. 
1.3. Statistical analysis 
The effect-size analyses were conducted according to the procedures suggested 
byRosenthal (1986) and Hedges and Olkin (1985). Comprehensive Meta-
Analysis v. 2 (Borenstein, Hedges, Higgins, & Rothstein, 2005) was used to 
calculate the effect size analyses. The dependent measures were organized into 
four categories to assess proximal effects and generalization of training to other 
illness features: (1) measures of social cognitive skills (proximal), (2) measures 
of positive, negative and general symptoms (generalization), and measures of 
cognition. The unit of analysis in a meta-analysis is the effect size (d). For 
purposes of the present study the d score was defined as the difference between 
intervention type (i.e., treatment versus control) at termination of training 
expressed in standard deviation units (Mpost exp. − Mpost control / SDpooled across groups). Study 
statistics were converted to d using the formulas provided by Glass (1977). We 
used the pooled standard deviation using the formula of Rosenthal (1986). 
Because of the potential for inflated within-group effects relative to between group 
comparisons, we did not compare within-group pre- to post-treatment change. 
We predicted beneficial effects of social cognitive training on outcome measures 
in this paper. Thus, for studies with multiple measures in either the same social 
cognitive (facial affect recognition, ToM, or attributional style), symptom (positive, 
negative or general symptoms) or cognitive domain, we selected the measure 
within that domain with the middlemost-sized effect when the number of 
measures described in the study was odd, and the lower of the two middlemost-
sized effects when the number of measures described in the study was even. By 
expressing effect size in standard deviation units, we were able to make a direct 
comparison of outcomes across studies. The effects were categorized as small 
(d < .4), moderate–large (d = .4–.8) or large (d > 0.8 or greater). 
Positive effect size values indicated improvement as a result of social-cognitive 
interventions. Individual values of d were thereafter combined across studies and 
weighted according to their precision. In this approach, larger sample-size, more 
precise (less variable estimates) is accorded a greater weight in the creation of 
the summary effect-size estimate. To partially address the “file-drawer” problem, 
we calculated a fail-safe N for each class of outcome variable by the method 
of Orwin (1983). This measure provides an estimate of the number of studies with 
null results that would be needed to render the effect size non-significant. In the 
absence of a universally accepted significance level for effect sizes, an effect-
size of .20 would cease to reflect a meaningful degree of difference between 
treatment and control groups, as scores from 92% of participants from the two 
groups would overlap at this effect-size (Orwin, 1983). Lastly, we rated each 
study according to a 5-point study quality scale according to the following criteria: 
1-point for use of randomization procedures, 1-point for description of fidelity 
maintenance, 1-point for blindedness of raters, 1-point for greater than 30 
participants and 1-point for an active control condition in the study design. 
Interrater reliability for this study-quality scale was assessed by performing 
independent ratings of 25% of the studies included in this analysis by two of the 
co-authors (M.M.K. and E.G.). Reliability for these studies was .95. 
2. Results 
2.1. Study characteristics 
A total of 16 studies were identified (see Table 3) with 15 reporting age of 
participants and 14 reporting gender. Eleven studies reported average years of 
education, and 13 studies reported average duration of illness. A detailed 
summary of the characteristics of these study samples is presented in Table 1. A 
total of seven at least somewhat separate models of comprehensive social 
cognitive treatment were identified and ordered according to the number of 
controlled studies investigating each program efficacy: Social Cognition and 
Interaction Training (SCIT; Penn, Roberts, Combs, & Sterne, 2007; k = 6), Social 
Cognitive Skills Training (SCST; Horan et al., 2009; k = 3), Social Cognitive 
Training Program ( Gil-Sanz et al., 2009 and Gil-Sanz et al., 2014; k = 2), Social 
Cognition and Enhancement Training (SCET; Choi & Kwon, 2006; k = 1), 
Instrumental Enrichment Program (IEP; Roncone et al., 2004; k = 1), 
Metacognition and Social Cognitive Skills Training (MSCT; Rocha & Queirós, 
2013; k = 1), Emotion and ToM Imitation Training (ETIT; Mazza et al., 
2010; k = 1); and a combined Emotion Perception and Theory-of-Mind video-
based intervention (Bechi et al., 2012; k = 1). Elements of one treatment model, 
Social Cognition and Interaction Training (SCIT), were included in one other 
treatment programs covered in this review: SCST. A summary of comprehensive 
social cognitive training models is presented in Table 2. 
 
 
 
2.2. Effect-size analysis 
2.2.1. Social cognitive measures 
The results of the effect-size analysis are presented in Table 4 Of the 16 
controlled studies identified, 12 provided analyzable data on facial affect 
identification tasks that involved assigning descriptive labels to faces of different 
emotions (studies 1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12, 13, 15, 16). The weighted mean-
effect-size was large (d = .87) with a 95% CI of .46 to 1.29. Because this CI does 
not include 0 it can be considered to be statistically significant. Three studies 
provided information on facial affect discrimination in which faces are compared 
and a judgment is made regarding which face expresses a greater degree of 
emotion (studies 3, 12, 15). The weighted mean effect size for these measures 
was non-significant. 
 
 
  
Four studies included analyzable data on social perception measures (studies 2, 
3, 4, 13). These measures all used social stimuli in which the participant was 
required to identify the nature of social interactions between people by verbal 
description or sequencing of stimuli. The weighted mean-effect-size from these 
studies was large (d = 1.29, CI: 53/2.06). 
Thirteen studies included analyzable data on ToM measures (studies 1, 3, 5, 7, 
8, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 16). These measures all included an assessment of 
a participant's ability to attribute accurate intentions, knowledge and emotions of 
individuals in specific social situations. The weighted mean effect-size for these 
studies was moderate–large (d = .70; CI: .27/1.12). Seven studies (3, 7, 8, 9, 11, 
12, 13) investigated the effects of social cognitive training on attributional style in 
schizophrenia all using the AIHQ in which participants read a series of vignettes 
describing a series of social situations and answered questions about the 
intentions of the character and how they themselves would respond in that 
situation. Weighted mean effect sizes were significantly different from 0 and small 
in size for aggression (d = .30; CI: .03/.57) and blame (d = .48; CI: .08/.87) and 
moderate in size for hostility (d = .52; CI: .10/.93). 
2.2.2. Symptoms 
The effects of comprehensive, social cognitive training programs on positive 
symptoms were not significant. The effects of social cognitive training programs 
on negative symptoms, evaluated in 10 studies (3, 4, 6, 8, 9, 10, 12, 13, 14, 15), 
were significant and small-to-moderate in size (d = .32; CI: .01/.63) and the effects 
on general symptoms (d = .40; CI: .09/.72) were small-to-moderate, evaluated in 
4 studies (4, 11, 12, 15). 
2.2.3. Cognition 
Significant, but small-sized negative effects (d = −.31; CI: −.62/−.01) of social 
cognitive training programs were evident on summary measures of cognition 
which included performance or reports of function across a broad array of specific 
neurocognitive domains (studies 8, 9, 12). Social cognitive training studies 
reported large effect-size improvements (d = 1.70; CI: .18/3.23) on measures of 
executive-function which included skills such as planning and shifting set (studies 
3, 10, 13, 14). 
3. Discussion 
The results of this critical review and effect-size analysis of controlled, 
comprehensive social cognitive training programs revealed several interesting 
findings. First, seven different models of comprehensive training have been 
assessed in a controlled experimental design in a total of 16 studies. These 
programs differed on key characteristics such as duration of training (2.5–
6 months), size of groups (3–12 members), and the number and type of social 
cognitive areas trained (2–4 areas). The most common duration of treatment in 
these studies was 6 months (k = 8), and the most common number of social 
cognitive areas treated in this corpus of studies was 3 (k = 8). Second, of the 
seven models, only three have been studied in more than a single study: Social 
Cognition and Interaction Training (SCIT; 6 controlled studies), Social Cognitive 
Skills Training (SCST; 3 controlled studies) and the Social Cognitive Training 
Program (2 controlled studies). Third, and most importantly, analysis of the 
results of individual studies revealed positive effects of social cognitive training in 
all 16 studies on a variety of proximal social cognitive measures. More 
specifically, 11/15 controlled studies that measured facial affect recognition skills 
reported positive effects while 10/13 studies that included measures of theory-of-
mind reported positive effects. In contrast, treatment effects on attributional style 
were evident in less than half the reports that studied this social cognitive domain 
(4/9). The number of studies including measures of social perception was very 
small but results from studies that included these measures were uniformly 
positive (4/4). 
These latter observations were largely supported by the results of a formal effect-
size analysis; measures of social cognition in aggregate revealed large effects of 
these social cognitive training programs on proximal measures of facial affect 
identification, social perception and theory-of-mind, and small-to-moderate sized 
effects on different aspects of attributional style. Modest but significant effects 
were also evident on more distal measures of general and negative symptoms 
not directly trained in these programs. The strength of the results from the 
literature review and effect-size analysis was bolstered by three methodological 
characteristics of this group of largely pilot studies: 13/16 studies were 
randomized, 12/16 studies included 30 or more participants and 11/16 studies 
used active control comparison groups. Thus, these findings provide clear 
evidence that the study of social cognitive training programs for schizophrenia is 
a fruitful line for further investigation with the potential for remediation of a key, 
historically treatment-resistant feature of the illness tied closely to functional 
outcome. 
Importantly, these conclusions build on previous narrative and meta-analytic 
reviews, by excluding: (1) “proof-of-concept” studies consisting very brief (often 
one- or two-session) interventions that would be unlikely to produce sustained 
change in social cognitive skills in schizophrenia, and (2) studies including 
blended social cognitive and elementary cognitive training or other psychosocial 
training, making it easier to discern the specific effects of social cognitive training 
on any observed social cognitive change in these studies. For example, in the 
Kurtz and Richardson meta-analysis nearly 40% of included studies were either 
“proof of concept” or blended interventions. More generally, these findings 
support the conclusions of these previous reviews and provide additional 
evidence that a research base is developing that may support the inclusion of 
comprehensive social cognitive treatment programs for consideration as a novel 
and vital evidence-based practice to be added to the armamentarium of 
psychosocial treatments for people with schizophrenia in the not-too-distant 
future. 
This narrative review and effect size analysis revealed that improvements in 
summary indices of elementary cognitive function did not accompany the effects 
of social cognitive training programs on proximal social cognitive outcome 
measures. This finding suggests that these social cognitive training programs do 
not exert their effects on social cognitive outcomes indirectly by improving overall 
levels of cognitive skill. Indeed, effects of these training programs on summary 
cognitive skill measures were negative, suggesting that these treatments may 
have worsened cognition. The small number of studies included in this analysis 
(k = 3), along with the borderline level of significance of this finding, encourages 
caution regarding its interpretation. 
It is important to note that substantial improvements were evident in one specific 
domain of cognition: executive function (the skills in forming mental sets and 
being cognitively flexible) and these improvements could account for at least 
some of the changes in more complex social cognitive skills studied in this review. 
This possibility clearly merits further investigation. However, these conclusions 
too must be interpreted very cautiously in light of the small number of studies 
supporting them (k = 4). 
The current findings regarding proximal social cognitive outcomes (e.g., affect 
recognition, ToM, attributional bias) are largely consonant with the findings 
of Kurtz and Richardson (2012) and in some cases provide even stronger 
evidence for the effectiveness of social cognitive training programs for these 
proximal outcome measures (e.g., affect recognition: d = .71 in Kurtz and 
Richardson (2012) vs. d = .84 in the current study; ToM: d = .46 in the previous 
analysis vs. d = .70 in the current analysis; significant treatment effects on 
attributional bias were evident in the current study but not in the previous one). 
The studies in this review have a number of limitations. First, only 7/16 studies 
reviewed included blinded outcome raters. In light of the well-documented role of 
this design feature in inflating reported effect-sizes for another psychosocial 
treatment for schizophrenia, Cognitive Behavioral Therapy (Wykes, Steele, 
Everitt, & Tarrier, 2008), caution regarding these reported results is warranted 
until further studies including blinded raters are conducted. Second, only 4/16 
studies reported any type of methodology for maintaining treatment fidelity. 
Future research will need to ensure that these novel approaches to treating social 
cognitive deficits are being conducted according to the principles of treatment 
outlined by the authors of these interventions. Third, only two studies investigated 
durability of treatment effects (Combs et al., 2007,Combs et al., 2009 and Roberts 
et al., 2014). While results from these studies have been promising, the durability 
of social cognitive training treatment effects remains largely unknown. Fourth, the 
range of approaches to social cognitive training reviewed in this paper (n = 7), 
targeting different aspects of social cognition, and consisting of different 
therapeutic features in different quantities and combinations (e.g., role-plays, 
heuristic practice, modeling and drill-and-practice) underscores the absence of 
knowledge regarding the active ingredients of these complex interventions. Fifth, 
the psychometric characteristics of many of the social cognitive outcome 
measures selected for studies reviewed in this paper remain unclear, with floor 
and ceiling effects, and measures of reliability and sensitivity to change largely 
undocumented (Green et al., 2008 and Pinkham et al., 2014). These features of 
studied measures may have impacted the results of our review. Sixth, it is not 
impossible that the 6 studies selecting TAU as a control condition may have 
inflated observed effect-sizes. An analysis of results from studies of emotion 
identification however argues against this possibility: studies that selected an 
active control condition surprisingly reported larger effects of comprehensive 
social cognitive training programs on emotion identification skills than those that 
selected TAU as a control condition (d = 1.07, k = 7, vs. d = .55, k = 5). 
Several limitations of the review should be noted. First, our exclusion criteria, 
which were selected to provide a unique assessment of the evidence-base for 
comprehensive social cognitive training programs, prevented us from evaluating 
the effects of social cognitive training programs when offered in concert with other 
forms of psychosocial rehabilitation. Second, the study of social cognitive training 
programs, while conceptualized as a distinct behavioral treatment approach in 
this review, contains many elements of other, evidence-based treatments (drill-
and-practice exercises from cognitive remediation, social role-plays with 
corrective feedback in social skills training). Thus by their very nature, social 
cognitive training programs overlap to some degree with other treatment 
modalities. Third, the relationship of different domains of social cognition to one 
another and their response to treatment remain unclear; while our review was 
restricted to interventions targeting two or more social cognitive domains, these 
interventions might still have impacted only one outcome social cognitive domain. 
Likewise, studies excluded from our review that targeted a single treatment in a 
single social cognitive domain may influence multiple social cognitive outcome 
domains. Fourth, significant effects of comprehensive social cognitive training 
programs on negative symptoms and summary measures of cognition were very 
modest (95% CI included .01 in both cases) and should be interpreted cautiously. 
Fifth, forming conclusions on the effects of these training programs on 
attributional bias remains difficult as some studies included in the review failed to 
show baseline differences on these measures between healthy people and 
people with schizophrenia (e.g., Horan et al., 2011). Fifth, we did not account for 
baseline differences on social cognitive or other outcome measures in our effect-
size analysis. Nonetheless, of 11 studies that reported statistical comparisons 
between treatment and control groups on social cognitive measures before 
treatment, 8 failed to report statistical differences on any of the social cognitive 
measures reported in their study. 
In summary, a critical literature review and effect-size (ES) analysis was 
conducted to investigate the efficacy of comprehensive programs of social 
cognitive training in schizophrenia. Results revealed 16 controlled studies 
consisting of seven models of comprehensive treatment with only three of these 
treatment models investigated in more than one study. The effects of social 
cognitive training were reported in 11/15 studies that included facial affect 
recognition skills (ES = .84) and 10/13 studies that included theory-of-mind 
(ES = .70) as outcomes. Less than half (4/9) of studies that measured attributional 
style as an outcome reported effects of treatment, but effect sizes across studies 
were significant (ESs = .30–.52). The effect sizes for symptoms were modest, 
but, with the exception of positive symptoms, significant (ESs = .32–.40). 
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Appendix A. Measures used in the effect-size analysis 
A.1. Facial affect identification 
Emotion recognition. 
Emotion Recognition Test (Lee, 2001). 
Face Emotion Identification Test (Kerr & Neale, 1993). 
NimStim Face Stimulus Set (Tottenham et al., 2009). 
Pictures of Facial Affect (Ekman & Friesen, 1976). 
Emotion discrimination. 
Face Emotion Discrimination Test (Kerr & Neale, 1993). 
A.2. Social perception 
Social Perception Scale (García, 2003). 
Picture Arrangement subtest of the WISC-R (Kaufman, 1979). 
A.3. Theory of mind 
Advanced Theory of Mind Scale (Blair & Cipolotti, 2000). 
Hinting Task (Corcoran, Mercer, & Frith, 1995). 
The Awareness of Social Inference Test (McDonald, Flanagan, Rollins, & Kinch, 
2003). 
The Eyes Test (Baron-Cohen, Wheelwright, Hill, Raste, & Plumb, 2001). 
Theory of Mind Picture Sequencing Test (Brüne, 2003). 
Faux Pas Task (Stone, Baron-Cohen, & Knight, 1998). 
A.4. Attributional style 
Ambiguous Intentions Hostility Questionnaire (AIHQ; Combs, Penn, Wicher, & 
Waldheter, 2007). 
A.5. Symptoms 
Positive and Negative Syndrome Scale (Kay, Flszbein, & Opfer, 1987). 
Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale (Ventura et al., 1993). 
A.6. Cognition 
A.6.1. Summary measures 
Matrics Consensus Cognitive Battery — Composite (Nuechterlein et al., 2008). 
Schizophrenia Cognition Rating Scale — Total (Keefe et al., 2006). 
A.6.2. Executive function 
Tower of London (Shallice, 1982). 
Trailmaking Test B (Reitan, 1992). 
Wisconsin Card Sorting Test (Heaton, 1981). 
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